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TRINGAboat unveils the TRINGA T700 twin outboard-motors 2 x 90 HP,  
new model of amphibious roadable boat 

gifted with improved sailing safety and ergonomics’. 

 
Lannion / France, June 12th 2023 – Compared to the existing model TRINGA T650 single outboard 1 x 
150 HP, the TRINGA T700 offers a longer hull of 7,0 m and two out-board motors of 90 HP each. 
The twin out-board motors bring a safe sailing power redundancy. The longer hull brings an even better 
seaworthiness in rough sea. At ground level, the staircase designed at the stern provides an unrivalled 
facility to climb in. At sea, the retractable bathing ladder offers an optimal comfort to climb on-board. 
 
This new roadable amphibious boat is dedicated to sailors, recreational or professionals, seeking a sailing 
power redundancy, or looking for an ultimate on-board access ergonomics’ from ground or sea. 
 
Those features of the new model TRINGA T700 embody exactly the TRINGAboat mission. 
 
From now on, this new model TRINGA T700 is available to order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
To discover in detail this TRINGA T700, please visit the internet sites: https://tringaboat.fr/en/home 
Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/@TringaboatFrance 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://tringaboat.fr/en/home
https://www.youtube.com/@TringaboatFrance


About TRINGAboat company: 

The worldwide mission of TRINGAboat is to propose to boaters living by less than 2 miles from the shore, 
the absolute luxury of an access to water that is immediate, simple, quick, and safe, even in case of 
unavailability of harbour facilities. 
Indeed, thanks to its worldwide-unique roadable capability and road regulation compliance, TRINGA is 
also a genuine road self-powered vehicle, to reach the sea by the road from one’s garden, without leaving 
one’s helm chair, and within a few minutes only. 
Consequently, TRINGA operation needs no harbour berths, mooring, dinghy, tide schedule, trailer, tug 
car, parking slot. 
Thus, TRINGA turns out instantly any home distant from the shore, into a genuine marina. 
Additionally, TRINGA is the unique amphibious boat world-wide which seaworthiness and appearance is 
not spoiled by visible landing gears (wheels or tracks), the latter being fully retracted within the TRINGA 
hull at sea, like a plane. 
This design is allowed by a unique innovative technology that is only mastered by TRINGAboat. 
Thanks to its digital, intuitive, and lean interface, learning to drive a TRINGA is a quick and easy process. 
Thanks to an extended options choice, TRINGA provides an optimal leisure experience whatever your 
favourite activities (promenade, picnic, water sports, fishing, cooking….). 
 
TRINGAboat has been founded in 2011, manufactures and sells in France since 2020, and presently 
launches international sales of its TRINGA to fulfill boaters world-wide. 
 

Communication Contact : Guirec DANIEL Guirec.daniel@tringaboat.fr Tél : +33 (0) 6 26 12 14 81 
To download in high resolution a picture from the gallery of the internet site, go to 
https://tringaboat.fr/fr/galerie/telechargement and save it. 
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